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Manual Regression Testing
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All characters in this presentation–even those based on real 
people–are entirely fictional.  All celebrity testing skills are 
impersonated…poorly. The following presentation contains 
disturbing opinions and due to its content should not be 
viewed by anyone. 



We are here to learn from: 
Testing experts.



learn from Tariq?
or have Tariq test your App’s 
APIs?



or Head of FedEx address box 
testing, testing your App’s 
address boxes?



or have Dionny test your signup 
forms?



or maybe let me test your search 
boxes?



Meet Virtual Tariq



Meet Virtual Janna



They are already 
testing

Tip
Speak through code.



Performance



Visual AI Diffing



It’s a Mobile-First 
World

Tip
Most web traffic is 
mobile



Testing

Test Pass Plan Active Testing Test Results

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ypRfYKGKXXz09384tcAbFirlS25kgDEM/view?usp=sharing


And what if they all lived on 
your phone?

Super Accessible



Why would they do 
this?



Nerd-Famous + Cool

Virtual Kevin has 
tested 59 apps



Money

Maybe Kevin gets a 
new golf club?



Why do people want 
this?



Everyone but Testers

Most Apps are tested 
poorly, or not all.

Easier, Faster, Better, 
Cheaper



Testers

Get rid of the basic 
testing, focus on the 
hard stuff.

Fun to have a test 
team at your whim.



How is this technically 
possible?



AI Magic under the hood.
AI/ML->Abstraction->Reuse->Scale

Enabling: 
    AI mobile chips 
    Better AI models
    

Tip
Lots of PNSQC and other 
resources online 
discussing Application of 
AI to software testing.



1. Please Help

➔ Beta Testers
Testing and feedback

➔ Volunteer to be Digitized
If you are an expert in an area let me 
know so I can digitize you :-)

➔ Simple
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